
Premium Coravin Pure™ Capsules are the 
secret to savoring a glass without finishing 
the bottle. Filled with 100% pure argon 
gas, Coravin Capsules are manufactured 
to the highest standards in Austria, 
specifically for Coravin. The unique 
capsule system protects against oxidation, 
preserving the life and flavor of your wine. 
Each Capsule can pour up to 15 glasses of 
wine so you can enjoy your favorite bottle, 
glass after glass, over time.

CORAVIN
PURE™ CAPSULES 

Peace of mind 
for every pour.

Manufactured in Austria, Coravin 
Capsules are produced with the 
most exacting deep-cleaning 
techniques, far exceeding 
food-grade standards.

SIMPLY NO SUBSTITUTE

Filled with 100% pure argon gas 
(the same gas winemakers use), 
the Coravin Capsule system 
protects your wine without 
affecting its taste.

EXTEND THE LIFE OF 
YOUR WINE

Each Capsule goes a long way, 
pouring up to 15 five-ounce 
glasses of wine.

MULTI-GLASS CAPACITY
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MATERIALS
Recyclable steel
100% pure argon gas
Synthetic rubber
Fiberglass-reinforced nylon

Capsule
Gas

Seal
Cap

CAPSULE LIFE
Each capsule will allow you to pour 
up to fifteen 5-ounce glasses of wine.

SIZE & WEIGHT
per Capsule

Height
Diameter
Pressure

Volume

3.6"
0.875"
2600 PSI
20.7 ml

Weight Capsule: 1.85 oz
Gas: 6.5 g

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PURE ARGON
100% ultra-pure, medical grade 
Argon 5.0 is certified at its origin 

specifically for Coravin Pure 
Capsules.

PURE MANUFACTURING
Coravin Pure Capsules go through  

a proprietary, two stage deep  
cleaning process and are filled in 

a medical standard environment to 
guarantee purity from start to finish.

CAPSULE PACKS

PURE PERFORMANCE
Patented cap and seal technology 
ensures Coravin Pure Capsules fit 
perfectly with our Systems’ safety 

mechanisms and will not leak, 
providing a perfect pour and peace 

of mind, every time.

PURE QUALITY
Each Coravin Pure Capsule is 

required to pass a multi-point,  post 
manufacturing sensory inspection. 

This ensures the highest level of 
preservation and  no impact to the 

taste of your wine.

CORAVIN PURE™ CAPSULES

2 PACK
SKU 410002 SKU 410006 SKU 711001 SKU 410028

6 PACK RETAIL 24 PACK COMMERCIAL 24 PACK


